
the activities of individual researchers within
general areas. While most of the work we
do at 1S1involves the co-citation of papers,
artthor co-citation has its special uses, prtr-
tictdarly if one is interested in the collected
works of authors and how they relate to one
artother. Time-series analysis of a particular
author cart reveal migration from one
specialty to artother within a broad field.

In the humanities and social sciences,
where single-authored books are more prev-
alent, the use of co-cited author studies
proves to be a simplifying modification for
co-citation anrdysis. Using this approxima-
tion in the sciences, however, may or may
not produce meaningful results.

Recently, Katherine W. McCrtin, College
of Information Studies, Drexel University,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, used author
co-citation to map the work and interests of
49 researchers in the field of Drosophila ge-
netics using two five-year periods of SCI
data. “The paper trails of scholarship: map
ping the literature of genetics” originally ap
peared in the Library Quarterly in 1986.s
By reprinting this article in CC I wanted to
show working scientists and historians
something of the variety of methods avail-
able. Using ISI’s databases online or in
print, any researcher can reconstruct the
main trends of a specialty. Why not try it
yourself? elm1s1
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THE PAPER TRAILS OF SCHOLARSHIP: MAPPING THE
LITERATURE OF GENETICS1

KatherineW. IvieCain2

Multidimensional scaling and cluster amdysis of the co-citation patterns of forty-nine authors are used to investigate
changes in the structure of Drosophila genetics literature over the years 1974-78 and 1979-83. This literature is
shown to consist of a centrafsetof authorclustersrepresentingclassicalgenetics,surmurrdedbymorespecialized
researchclusters:developmentalgenetics,molecukrgenetics,neurogenerics,andpopulationgenetics.Theco-cited
author structure illustrates the generaJ intelkluat historical development of Drosophila genetics and is extremely
stable over time. Visible changes irrresearch patterns include the increased prominence of neurogencdcs and the
cross-cluster migration of individual authors. The overall stabtity derives from (1) the greater citation visibdity
and inertis of the author’s oeuvrc as the tit of amdyais (in contrast to irrdividud documents) and (2) temporrd
characteristics of the journal article as a format archival record of research activity. Interpretations and hypotheses
must take these into account.

The scholarly jourmd article is a major source of
information regarding structure and charrge in
scientificlitemtmes and assoaated changes in the
intekctnal, secial, or cognitivesmreture of scien-
tific specialties. For many sociologistsof scienec,
the research focushas been on the changingstme-
ture of comrnmrieation patterns and social rela-
tionshipsassociatedwith intellectualprogress [1].
Content analysts have discrraaedaspects of the

rhetoric of scholarlydiacoume~, 3]. Bibfiornefric
studies examine the changing structure of scien-
tific fields through the analysis of the literature
produced by the scholars themselves. Citation
analysis has been”used frequently to describe
various characteristic of subject literatures and
the fields producing them [4, 5]. Two measures
of document linkage through cited referencea—
bibliographic coupling [6, 7] and co-citation

Reprinted with permission from Libr. @rtr. 56:2$3-71, 19%. Copyright 19S6 University of CbicaSo.
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[8, 9]–have been used to investigate subject lit-
erature networks. Both measures are based on the
relationships between source papers and the ci-
tations they eottti, bibliographiccouplingaoaly-
sis focuses on the (static) lintrage of source doc-
uments by the number of sharedreferences, while
cu-citation analysis focuses on the (dynamic) re-
lationships among cited documents based on fre-
quency of their co-oecrrmence in source docu-
ments. These changing finkages are, in effect,
paper trails illustrating the changing patterns of
scholarly activity and intellecttraf structure.

The bibliometric approach to investigation of
the structure of scientificspecialtieshas been crit-
icized on many grounds [5, 10, 11]. The journal
article is generally characterized as the public ar-
chivat record of validated scientific knowledge
[12]. However, afthough the joumaf represents
the major formal channelof communicationin the
sciences, informrd communication may play a
much more important role in information transfer
at the research front in specific discipfirresor spe-
cirdties[13, 14]. Such decisionsm coauthor name
sequence and citation choices may reflect indi-
vidual or community behavioral norms, and the
citations themselves may serve a variety of func-
tions [15- 17]. The citation data in Science Cira-
fion Irrdeza and Social Sciences Citation In&xm
(and thcii Onlirrecounterparts) are somewhat prob-
lematic, Even so, there is good evidence that the
stmctum of tk forrmdliterature is congruentwith
the intellectualand socialsmrctureof the fieldpn
ducing it [18-22].

The co-citation structure of subject literatures
has been studied at two different levels of gener-
tity. 3 Document co-citation smdies use as the
unit of artrdysisthe individually cited reference,
usually (but not always) a scholarly journal arti-
cle. Literature structure is reprmerttedby clusters
of frequently co-cited documents. Henry Srnafl,
Belver Griffith, and otftershave shown that these
clusters represent narrow research specializations
in the sciences and wxial sciences. These docu-
ment clustersare linked at higher levelsas broader
field and discipline aggregations[23-25]. Chang-
ing patterns of research activity, shifts in intel-
lectual perspective, and so forth, can be observed
in the changes within document clusters and in
the emergence and diaappamnce, coalescingand
splitting, of clusters [20, 26].

Aruhor co-citation studies provide a more
generalized view of literature structure. Conccp
hudly, the author’s name represents his or her
cited oeuvre-sn aggregation of single or coau-
thored documents.4 Literature structure is dem-
onstrated at this higher level of generality by in-
terlittked clusters of frequently co-cited authors.

.

Author clusters have been shown to represent
broadresearch s@aiiz.ations, tkwry groups, or
temporal associations [27-29]. As in the titrer-
gminodco-cited document sludies, changes in in-
tctfcctualactivity recorded in thejouroal fiterstum
are evidenced by inter- and intracluster change
over time [21, 22, 30].

This is the third of a series of articles reporting
the results of research[21] that uses co-cited au-
thor data to examine(1) the congruence between
literaturesbucture and perceivedintelklual struc-
ture and change in two scientific fields (macro-
economics and Drosophila genetics) and (2) the
congruence between litemture structure and per-
ceived intellectual stxucturein each field. Previ-
ous articles deaft with the changing structure of
macroeconomics [28] and the validity of co-cited
author mapping as a representation of intelktu-
al stnrcture [22]. This paper examinesvarious aa-
pccta of the forrnafjourrud Mcmture 55a source
of information concerning the changing structure
of a subject field. The discussion focuses on the
results of a co-cited author mapping of the litera-
ture of Drosophila genetics over two successive
time periods. Mettmdaof data collectionand ana4-
ysis are presented very briefly, and the reader is
referred to the earlier reports for substantive dis-
cussions of these points.

Methods

In co-citedauthor mapping, the scholarlyuniverse
is represented by a set of names of relatively
prominent authors represerttirrga wide variety of
scholarly activity in a given field. The raw data
collected are the frequencies of co-occurrence of
all paira of authors’ names in the referents lists
of source papera published over a specified time
period. This can be accomplished using standard
bibliographicretrievaltechniquesto retrieve cO-ei-
tation data from appropriate onfinedatabases. An
overall measure of simihrrity of co-citation pat-
tern cart be calculated for each author across the
entire set, SKI this measure is used as input to
computer-baaed mapping and clustering pro-
grams.

The resufts are generally displayed 55two-di-
mensiorud maps of points representing authors’
names, with clusters of authors who are linked
by similar patterns of co-citation identified and
labeled. Figures 1 and 2 are examples of such a
maP. The position of each genetics author is rep
resented by a dot; the placement of these.dots re-
flects the similarities of the authors’ co-citation
patterns. The more sirrrifartwo authors are, the
more closely their positions will be plawd on the
IOSP,~d authors with many links to othem are
generally placed near the center of the map [31].
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Clusters of sixnilarauthors are indicated by solid
lines. The cluster labels reflect the shared focus
of the authors’ research. The spatial orientation
of authors and author clusters in the maps-indi-
cated by the map’s axes-illustrate underlyingdi-
mensionsof research orientationor scholarlystyle
in the field beiig studied.s

In the study of Drosophila genetics, authors’
names were drawn from a multivolume collec-
tion of review articles [33, 34] and from discus-
sions with knowledgeable geneticists. A set of
fo~-nine authors’ names were successtidly
searched on SCISEARCf-P, the ordine version of
Science Cifm”on Index, via DIALOG. The input
cmnmandCR =HALL JC? AND CR =BENZER
S? wilf, for example, retrieve all source papers
citing any work by J. C. Hall together with any
work by S. Benzer-with the constraint imposed
by the database that citation access is onfy to
authors listed as first or sole author of the cited
works. Thus Hall’s name represents some por-
tion of his entire cited oeuvre. The authora’names
act as paired descriptors, generally restricting the
retrieval set to papers on neurogenetics.c

Usi~g accession-number ranges to subdivide
DIALOG files, co-citation data were collected
from source papers published in 1974-78 and
1979-83 (to April). In each time period, the raw
co-citation data for all authors were assembled in
a square matrix representing a co-citation profile
for each author across the entire set. A prod-
uct-momentcorrelationwas calculatedas an over-
all measure of protile similaritybetweeneach@
of authors. The interautlwr correlationswere used
as input to a multidimensional scaling program
[36] and a clustering program [37].7 The corre-
lation serves as an inverse distance measure; the
more simifarthe protiles of two authors, the farger
the positive correlationand the more closely these
authors are linked in the mapping and clustering.
The results are shown as two-dimensional maps
of author clusters in figures 1 and 2.

Results

F@re 1 showsa map of Dmsophik genelicsfivrn
the literature published in 1974-78, Drosophila
genetics, as represented by this set of forty-nine
authors, mnsists of a central core of interlocked
and closely associated research areas focusing on
the classical genetics of the tkuitfly. Surrounding
thiscentralarea areotherdistinctive reseamhatwss
linked to the core. These correspond to the three
different research paths in modem genetics-d-
velopmentalgenetics, molecular genelics, and the
genetics of populations [39]. The author clusters
in the center of the map represent the classical

this area share a great many crosadrster tics. The
complexity of this central portion arises from the
influence of early contributors (for example,
T. H. Morgan and his students) as well as the di-
verse contribution @imarily methodological)of
more contemporary authors (for example, Dan
Lirubdey,Laurence Sandier, and David Suzuki).

All the authors in the developmental genetics
cluster have studied some aspect of adult or lar-
val developmental genetics of Drosophiiu. Four
of the five authors clustered in molecular gene&s
represent the first generationof researchers in the
molecular structure and function of Drosoplsilu
genes; Thomas Maniatis, a rmrlccular biologist,
is comected through his research in gene clon-
ing techniques and the creation of a‘ ‘library” of
Drosophila genes. In chromosome puftlng, H. J.
BeckeIarxi Michael Ashburner are linked through
research on a particular phenomenon of chromo-
some structure, but Thomas C. Kaufman’s con-
rwtion with this problem and these authors is un-
clear. Authors in the remaining two clusters, pop-
ulation genetics and evolution and ppulation be-
havior genetics, are concerned with populations
of interbreeding organisms. In this time period,
these eight authors are separatedinto two clusters
representing (1) a broad range of research in pop
ulation and evolutionary genetics and (2) a more
focused concern with behaviorrd variation in
~pulations.

The horizontalaxis points to two ditYerentmeth-
odological approaches to research in Drosophifu
genetics: the biometrical or statistical approach
characteristic of population studies versus the ex-
perimental genetics of individurdsrepresented by
the major network of clusters. This choice of
methodologyafkts the kinds of questionsasked,
the research methods used, and the criteria for
evaluation of research resufts. The verticaf axis
representsa continuumof researchinterestsWt’OSS

Drosophila genetics from primardy genetic ques-
tions at the molecrdar and cellular level (at the
upper end) to questionsdealing primwily with the
genetic control of blologicd processes (at the
lower end).

The map of the later time period, 1979-83
(fig. 2), shows little change, and, al this fevel of
anulysis, it appears that Drosophila genetics has
undergone fittle intellectual “reorganization.”
There is still a set of interlockedclusters (the cm’e)
emphasizing, in this later period, a slightfy dif-
ferent set of interauthor associations.s Molecu-
lar, developmental, and population genetics re-
main distinct research specializations, and the
overall spatial arrangement of the clusters is es-
sentiallythe same. The major changeis assockd

approach to Drosophifu genetics, and authors in I with the h- ‘‘visibtiity” of nmgen~cs.
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In figure 1, this cluster was part of the core. Sincx
the mid- to late 1970s, research in neurogenetics
and single gene behavior genetics has grown.
HaU’sscientificcareer pamtlelsthis change-from
doctoral resmrch on problems of meiosis in Sand-
ier’s laboratory to postdoctoral work with Berrzer
(neumgenelica)and current reaearehinneumand
behavior genetics. Examination of the two maps
showsthat his newerwork is remgnid and cited,
resulting in his relocation and association with
other neurogenetics researchers.

The chromosome puffing cluster has disinte-
grated, and cluster boundaries have shified to in-
cludethese autinm-s.Aahlnrrner’shighlycited 1979
paper on RNA synbis links his work with Fran-
cisco Ritossa and other authors in the moleetdar
genetics cluster.9

Cluster boundarieshave also shitied in the pop
ulationgeneticsarea. Populadonbehaviorgenslics
is no longer distinct at this clustering level. Jrunes
Crow and Daniel HarU are distinguished in this
time period by their work on segregation distor-
tion (a genetic phenomenon observable in popu-
lation data and studied using ciasaicafand molec-
ular techniques).In addition, C. H. Waddington’s

models of development have apparently become
less relevant to developmental genetics, and his
ties to evolutionary genetics are emphasized.

Discussion

In a study of the structure of a scientific litera-
ture and its field, authors, as units of analysis,
have a stability, a visibility, and an inertia that
individual documents generally lack. These char-
acteristics are likely to reflect field-specific pat-
terns of communicationand research activity, and
production and use of formal journal literature.
The vafue of these characteristics depends on the
rratore of the investigation and the questions be-
ing asked.

l?te Visibility of the Author us Oeuvre
The author’s name, representing a (partial) co-
cited oeuvre, may include a set of bigtdy cited
doemnents, each replacing the other in reference
lists over time. The author remains visible, with
no indicationof the shiftingidentityof the oeuvre.
Srnsdl-scalealterations in research patterns and
concomitant stmetuml changes are consequently
not visible. Doemnent co-citation anrdysis is ca-
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pable of showing finer changes in intellectual
structure [20, 26]. Alternatively, the author’s
oeuvre may consist of a range of relatively sub-
stitutable documents, each not cited sufficiently
to be observable as individual dmxrnents but, as
a set, maintainingthe author at a visible level over
a considerable period of time. This type of visi-
bility is nd possiblein doemnentco-citationraudy-
sis since (by definition) no individual document
in the author’s oeuvre is cited sufficiently to
“make the cut. ” Fields with relatively low pub-
lication frequency and growth rate are accessi-
ble by using the author, rather than the document,
as the unit of amdysis.

Citti’on Inem”a
Inertia (resistance to movement or persistence in
a cluster) may result from the continuing citation
of an extremely usetid contribution even after the
author has changed research problems. Docu-
ments retain a life of their own. Methodological
contributions are more likely to provide inertia
to an author’s oeuvre than conceptual, theoretical
contributions [20]. Reviews, in those areas of
science that prcduce and vahre them, may also
irrtluencecitation patterns until replaced by more
current work. Scientificachofarahipis cumulative,
and the citation of a review replaces a large num-
ber of individualcitationsto earlier seminalwork.
As anurcedocuments,the teviews may create’ ‘ar-
tifacts” insofar as an author co-citation map is
presumed to illustrate current research associa-
tions.10A detailed analysis of source papers and
citation counts may be necessary to evaluate the
influence of inertia-producing contributions.

Temporal Characteristics of Citation Data
Studies of scientific cmmmurieationand research
activity have shown that a time lag of more than
aycarrnay owurbemvee nthetirat“formal’’corn-
munication of research results (at a public
seminar) md the publishing of these results in a
refereed scholarly journal. It may take an sddi-
tiomd period of one or two years for this work
to be cited in other articles by the same or other
authors [40]. All studies using citation data are
ukimately hiatoricafanalysesof past research and
publishing activity; this is not a defect so much
as simply a characteristic of these data and their
source. The timeliness of the data reflect the rate
of literature turnover and may be dependent on
the availabilityand poptdarity of weeklyjournals,
lettersjournrds,and the like. Interviewswithciting
schohrrs [21] can produce hypothesesto be tested
in future mappings. In genetics, these includepre-
dicted cluster reassignment of authors based on

their post- 1980 research interests and cluster re-
locationsreflectingthe immf.rorationof molecular
genetics techniques across most of the other re-
search WSSIS .

Another temporaf aspect of journal use and ci-
tation choice potentially visible in co-cited author
maps is the shitling of citation functionassociated
with the aging of the subjezt literature. The de-
creased use of older volumes of scientific jour-
nafs is a phenomenon well known to serials li-
brarians and special librarians with lited stor-
age space. Though there is some debate over the
existence of journal “obsolescence” as opposed
to dem-a.sing’‘use,” anrdysisof citation data has
shown that citations to older vohunes of journals
tend to drop at a rate disproportionate to the in-
crease in citable material [41]. Different venues
of scholarship may “age” their respective liter-
atures at different rates, and distinctions between
“research front” and ‘‘archivaf” use of the lit-
erature are often made [42, 43]. Highly cited in-
dividualdocumentsalso have distinctiveagingpat-
terns [44], and it is not unlikely that, as time
passes, citations to individual oeuvres may shift
in character !Yomresearch-relevant citations to
those merely honorific, resulting in the linkage
of authors in clusters as founders or ‘‘gmnd old
men.” Interview data show that geneticists are
well aware of the contributions and historical im-
portance of authors such as Morgan and his stu-
ients (Mifislav Demerec, Alfred Sturtevant,
Curt Stem, Calvin Bridges, and Thcodosius
Dobzhansky) in the “Fly Room” at Columbia
Universityin the early part of this century. How-
:ver, the maps suggest that these early research-
ers are still being cited for the research relevance
~ftheir contributions rather than simply as early
historical figures.

Wpping Developmental History
[n w-citation mapping, the paper trails docu-
mentingknowledge utiliition are likely to ilhls-
rate the past development history of the field.
!krdI and Diana Crane [25]discussed(dmurnent)
:luster networks in terms of Michael Mukay’s
“branching model” of the development of new
mmarchspeciakies-a’ ‘center-periphery” model
>fknowledge development. Mukay [45, p. 518]
Illustratesthis scenario of problem area and spe-
:ialty development in radio astronomy as a pro-
liferationof new research areas from older ones,
withresearch paths dividing over time. Were the
irrte axis wllapsed, fields following this devel-
opmentalscenario would appear as a network of
Mer core areas surrounded by newer peripheral
was that draw from the older research. Small
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and Crane suggest that “nodal clusters” in their
data represent the (older) core areas that are pro-
viding ideas used in the adjaeeirtperipheral areas.
A simihrrmap configuration,a mote tightfyW
ecntml set of (author)clusters smmmsdedby more
distinct peripheral clusters, was described for de-
cision sciences [46].

The maps in figures 1 and 2 suggest that the
history of Drosophdo genetics (as detitsed by these
data) fits Mrdkay’s scenario. In both maps,
Drosophikz genetics exhibits a noticeable ‘‘cert-
ter-pesiphety” arrangement, with Morgsmand the
majority of the Columbia Ffy Room scientists in
k networkof core clusters. Wmmdingthis core
are more diatindy spckdkd authorclusters. The
early workers in the field were necessarily gen-
ersdists-dealing with a range of questions that
later researchers have taken up on a more indi-
vidualbasis. It is not accurate, however, to equate
fmowkfge production and utilization uniquely

with central and peripheral cluster positions, as

the model and Small and Crane suggest. Molec-
ular genetics, for instance, is increasingly pro-
viding both arrafyticaltechniquesand substantive
knowledge used by researchers throughout the
major researchnetwork-knowledge transfer from
periphery to center. 11

\
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Trocing Scholarly Migration
Jourmd articles are the documented resufts of
researchacdvity and an individualrcsemvk may
change problems and research areas over the
course of his or her career, migrating across spe-
ciafty or disciplinary boundaries. several sociol-
ogists of science [45, 47, 48] have presented sce-
narios that emphasize the role of migration in the
developmentof scientific specialties The visibil-
ity of sefrdarly migration in co-citation &ta de-
pends on a sequence of factors: (1) the author
must, in fact, either change research topics or re-
emphasize one line of research at the expense of
an earlier one; (2) the new area must be suffi-
ciently active, in terms of publication, for arty
cited authors to be visible (this is so advantage
of authors over documents as units of snrdysis);
(3) the contributionsof the ‘lnrrtrigram” must be
~w @ cited; (4) citations to the author’s
new work, and m-citation with new txdleaguea,
must be sufficient to outweigh or override those
to his or her previous contributions (to overcome
inertia) and produce new visible linkages.

While the smthor’s oeuvre is potentially more
visible ritatr arty individual paper, notimable
inertia is created by continuing citations to im-
portant previous contributions(wneepmal as welf
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as methodological) and by the necessity for this
four-step cascade of activity to occur. This en-
sures the overwhelming stability of author co-ci-
tation maps and suggests that any visible change
is likely to reflect major changes in intellectual
activity.

Two types of migration can be seen in the ge-
netics maps. Hall, as noted earlier, moved from
an association with research in chromosome me-
chanics to research in the new and growing spc-
cirdty of neuro- and behavior genetics. This type
of movement can be termed “active migration”
since it resulted from an active decision on the
part of the author to change fields. Ashbumer’s
reassignment from chromosome puffing to mo-
lecular genetics may be another case. Other au-
thors’ movements and reassignments appea to
represent, at least in part, a reemphasis of a dif-
ferent portion of the author’s previously published

oeuvre. This rdso results in the establishment of
a new set of mitation finkagesconcomitantwith
changes in the field and cart be called “passive
migration. ” Waddington’s cluster reassignment
was, according to informants, the result of the de-
creasing relevance (and citation) of his models of
development to contemporary developmental ge-
netics. Becker’s movementinto &velopmcntalge-
netics @rem chromosome puffing) may also rep-
resent “passive migration.” Active and passive

~gration Canfkotbe distinguished on the basis of
co-citation data alone, but should be interpretable
based on subsequent investigation.

1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
s.
9.

10,

11.
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The scientific jourrud article, as a vafidated public
record of research activity, provides much grist
for the blbfiometriciart’s mill. Co-citation studies
are one productive tool for the study of structure
and change in subject literatures and scientific spe-
cialties. The use of authors’ names as surrogates
for sets of cited dmurnerrtshas certain advantages

over the use of individual works in these investi-
gations. Methods of data cofktion sod rrmdysis
are readily available to anyone with access to cOm-
puter terminals and standard statistical packages.
Investigation is not restricted to those “hot” fields
with high ratea of publication and citation. Intel-
lectual co-cited author structure appears to be ex-
tremely stable over time-representing the overall
historical development of the field-and changes
in research patterns can be traced against this
background.

The results of any bibliometric aoalysis, in-
cluding co-citation studies, must be interpreted
in the light of the general and field-specific prop
ekties of the journaf article as a data source. In-
dividual behavior choices and community norms
may determine the degree to which the citation
data are a current *or of scholarly activity. In-
formation provided by citing scholars (or other
sources of insight into the particuku field of study)
is usetifl both in interpretation of the co-citation
maps and clusters and in the construction of hy-
potheses to be tested in subsequent irrveatigations.
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tlher aspexts ofmorc-t work in motmdarDmwphi.k genetics(for example, tmnspmable elements) are riot wekl reprmented
since sufficient dars on additiond “srcond gcnerstkm” nwleadm authors could not b? wkred fm both time psriods.
Document co-citation adysis k M immume m this problem, “Hypercited” methods pspers, such M O. H. Lowry’s psper
on protein detenmnsrion, may be mcb $mmg’ ‘tinkm” scross rewarch areas thatlheymuti bs rsmoved from the dsts W 10
let fimer smwmrst fearurm emerge in the clusraing [24].
Not atkauttm c.a-citarkm maw illustrate MutkaY’s model. Seth —IlOmim maps [2s]d currelllmacmeconondc texm

sugses that tie inteLkmaf bkoryof macmeco&ics has been esscmially lii tier* radial--a continuing*= of st-

IeIW@ m cespmul to cwtain basic problem and m predic4 finure devekqmw,urs.
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